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To address Point (1), we introdue a fragment of LTL [13℄ laking the usualfuture operators (until and next), whih we all propositional pure-past temporallogi (P3TL), as a spei�ation logi for seurity poliies in Setion 3. P3TL anexpress a wide range of seurity poliies, while enabling the automati synthesisof referene monitors [20℄ that enfore P3TL poliies. This seond property iskey to solving Point (2). More preisely, in Setion 5, we will give an algorithmto synthesise, �rstly, a referene monitor heking a given P3TL poliy, andseondly, a proof objet demonstrating that the referene monitor ode indeedmeets the poliy. Suh a referene monitor in onjuntion with a frameworkto onstrain appliation ode to abide by the rules of a referene monitor issu�ient to produe PCC for P3TL poliies. To be omplete, this frameworkmust also provide mahine hekable proof that the appliation ode annotsubvert the referene monitor. We introdued one suh framework based onhybrid sandboxing aompanied by a proof in the theorem prover Isabelle/HOLin previous work [21℄. We will desribe this set up in more detail in Setion 2.The proof of ompliane of synthesised referene monitors is in a Hoare-likelogi disussed in Setion 4 and formalised in Isabelle/HOL. We implemented aprototype synthesis tool in Isabelle/HOL to demonstrate the pratial feasibilityof our approah.In summary, our spei� ontributions are these:� a formalisation of a simple language and program logi for referene monitors(Setion 4); and,� a synthesis algorithm for referene monitors and proof objets from P3TLformulae (Setion 5).In ontrast to previous work on generating referene monitors from temporallogis, we simultaneously generate a proof objet that demonstrates that thegenerated ode enfores the seurity poliy. We disuss related work further inSetion 6.2 Our approahFig. 1 shows an appliation senario in whih our tehnique is useful. Assumea ode produer generating a PCC program, erti�ed for some poliy φ. Theode onsumer, however, requires a stronger poliy, ψ, where the additionalguarantees of ψ over φ are beyond those that an be diretly inluded duringPCC generation. The method introdued in this paper enables the synthesisof a referene monitor for ψ; this an then be inserted into the PCC program,possibly by rewriting parts of the appliation, to bridge the gap between φ and ψ.This paper presents an algorithm for synthesising suh monitors with mathingproofs. In previous work [21℄, we showed how suh a monitor an be integratedinto an existing appliation in the speial ase where that existing appliationdoes not use PCC at all; i.e., φ is empty. The general ase, depited in Fig. 1,where two poliies need to be integrated is left for future work.
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Fig. 1. A possible appliation of our approah: generate a monitor for the strongerpoliy ψ and insert it into the appliation. This paper presents the monitor and proofsynthesis omponent.2.1 The monitor environmentWe require that the surrounding PCC infrastruture ensures the monitor invari-ant, ontaining assertions about the monitor state, be maintained outside themonitor; in a typial system, we expet the monitor state to be hidden fromthe rest of the system, either through a module mehanism or through generalmemory safety � the latter is the option we explored in [21℄. If a to be seuredoperation ours outside the monitor, the invariant will, in general, be invali-dated � this will be deteted at proof hek time, and the program rejeted.Of ourse, it is perfetly valid for there to be seured operations outside themonitor if the outside ode an ensure that the invariant is maintained and thatassurane is re�eted in the ode's proof annotations.2.2 The prototypeWe have implemented a prototype synthesis tool. The tool generates an Isabelletheory �le ontaining both the monitor ode and proofs. The tool is Isabelle-spei�, however we expet an implementation for another logial frameworkto have many similarities. The prototype, along with the Isabelle theory �le, isfreely available.3While we make extensive use of Isabelle, we have been areful to ensure thatthere is no intrinsi reliane upon any partiular feature. In the generated proofs,we avoid, where possible, use of Isabelle's automated tatis, using them onlywhen the lemma to be proved is Isabelle-spei�. This inludes, for example,lemmas relating to substitution: beause we make use of the meta-logi's sub-stitution (we use a shallow embedding for the assertion logi), the proof will beIsabelle-spei�, and thus no general proof is available. Conversely, the moni-tor's proof obligations are independent of the partiular meta-logi, and so weuse individual proof rules for the main part of the proof.3 http://www.se.unsw.edu.au/~sjw/papers/synthesis.html



3 Poliy LogiIn this setion we introdue the logi we use for desribing seurity poliies.Example 1. Consider a simple version of the Chinese Wall seurity poliy[5℄A user may aess �les for any lient, but one they have done so, theymay only aess �les for that lient.Given an operator Q whih denotes "at some time in the past", this poliymay be expressed as4aess(f) ∧ f ∈ C −→ ¬Q (aess(g) ∧ g /∈ C)whih states a poliy equivalent to the one above: aess to an objet belongingto a lient is allowed only if at no point in the past has the user aessed anobjet belonging to another lient.Example 2. Now onsider a poliy modelling a apability systemA user may perform an operation only if they have been granted a a-pability for that operation and that apability hasn't been revoked.We may enode this poliy as followsoperateo −→ ¬ revokeo S grantowhere ψ S φ means φ was true at some point in the past, and ψ ever sine.These poliies, like many others, express properties over a series of events:the �rst poliy that some event had not ourred in the past; the seond poliythat some event had ourred, and in the meantime another had not.Given our general goal of synthesising referene monitors, our poliy logineeds to ful�ll two requirements: (1) we must be able to use referene monitorsto implement all poliies that are expressible in the logi and (2) the logi mustbe powerful enough to express ommon poliies, suh as those above.The latter means that the logi must be able to express properties overbehaviours of the program, not just over individual states. The former meansthat the logi should express safety properties only, as liveness properties annotbe implemented by referene monitors [20℄.These two requirements still leave some hoie. We have settled on the safetyfragment [13℄ of propositional linear temporal logi (LTL); for the remainderof the paper we will denote this fragment propositional pure-past temporal logi(P3TL). As the name signi�es, this is a propositional logi ontaining temporaloperators that refer solely to previous worlds. The logi di�ers from traditionaltemporal logis in that it laks the usual future (until and next) operators � a4 In this setion, to simplify the formalisations, we are a little loose with syntax.



〈σ, n〉 |= � a� = a σ[n]

〈σ, n〉 |= ϕ [⇒℄ ψ = 〈σ, n〉 |= ϕ −→ 〈σ, n〉 |= ψ

〈σ, n〉 |= ϕ S ψ = ∃ i≤n. 〈σ, i〉 |= ψ ∧ (∀ j∈(i..n℄. 〈σ, j〉 |= ϕ)
〈σ, n〉 |= � ϕ = n 6= 0 −→ 〈σ, n - 1〉 |= ϕFig. 2. Semantis of P3TLformula ψ in P3TL is equivalent to 0 ψ in the LTL of Manna and Pnueli [13℄.A similar logi (ptLTL) is used by Havelund and Rosu [9℄.A more powerful logi, suh as a �rst-order variant of P3TL, would enablemore poliies and more suint versions of those already mentioned. Unfortu-nately, synthesising referene monitors for these logis is muh more di�ult thanfor P3TL � the state spae for P3TL is �xed, while that of a �rst-order logiis potentially unbounded. We leave extension of our system to more powerfullogis as future work.The following is the syntax of P3TLform ::= � atom� | form1 [⇒℄ form2 | form1 S form2 | � formThe logi onsists of atoms and the operators impliation, sine, and weak pre-vious. Impliation is the usual binary operator; to distinguish it from that ofHOL, we write ϕ [⇒℄ ψ. The syntax for the sine and weak previous operatorsis standard.The de�nition of P3TL is parameterised over the type of states; atoms areHOL prediates on suh states. Our implementation of P3TL is then a deepembedding into Isabelle/HOL, but uses a shallow embedding for atomi proposi-tions.Example 3. A traditional state spae would be a tuple or reord of variables.The prediate �λs. x s = 7� then, for instane, states that the variable x inreord s should have value 7.The following gives the de�nitions for the other propositional onnetives(negation, onjuntion, disjuntion, et.) as well as the usual temporal opera-tors: strong previous (� ϕ), one (Q ϕ), and so-far (` ϕ). The two previousoperators (strong and weak) di�er only at the initial state: � ϕ is false and �
ϕ is true. In partiular, � ⊥ is true only at the initial state.
⊤ = �λs. True� � ϕ = [¬℄ (� ([¬℄ ϕ)) (Previously)
⊥ = �λs. False� Q ϕ = ⊤ S ϕ (One)[¬℄ ϕ = ϕ [⇒℄ ⊥ ` ϕ = [¬℄ (Q ([¬℄ ϕ)) (So-far)
ϕ [∧℄ ψ = [¬℄ (ϕ [⇒℄ [¬℄ ψ) ϕ [∨℄ ψ = [¬℄ ϕ [⇒℄ ψFig. 2 gives the semantis of P3TL using an indexed model 〈σ,n〉. The �rstelement, σ, is a sequene of worlds, and the seond, n, is the index of the urrentstate.



An atom � a� is valid in 〈σ,n〉 i� the funtion a maps the n-th state in σ(denoted σ[n]) to true. An impliation is valid i� the validity of the premiseimplies the validity of the onlusion at the same index n. The formula ϕ S ψis valid at 〈σ,n〉 i� ψ was valid at some earlier state i and ϕ was valid at allstates j from i to n. The weak previous operator � ϕ is valid i� there is eitherno previous state (n = 0) or ϕ was valid at index n - 1.4 A Language and Logi for Referene Monitors4.1 The Programming LanguageThis setion desribes the language we use for referene monitors. It is a sim-ple imperative if-while language, using Isabelle/HOL's funtions for expressions.Whilst it is usual in expositions on proof-arrying ode systems to use a verylow-level language (e.g., an assembly language), we hose this omparativelyhigh-level language to simplify the presentation; issues suh as memory alloa-tion are orthogonal to the ontribution of this work and would only obsure theentral points. We expet that low-level languages will present few additionaltheoretial hurdles � indeed, Barthe et. al. [3℄ note that, in the absene of op-timisations, transformation to a low-level language preserves proof obligations.The syntax of programs is shown below. The nonterminal basic denotes fun-tions from states to states, bexp funtions from states to booleans, and formP3TL formulae.
stmt ::= Do basic | stmt1 ; stmt2

| IF bexp THEN stmt1 ELSE stmt2 FI | WHILE bexp DO stmt OD
| Secure formAs with P3TL, the syntax is parameterised over the states of the program.The Do statement provides the means to model assignment and simple statetransformations diretly as HOL funtions. The Seure statement represents theoperation to be seured, abstrating away from the partiular operation's se-mantis. It is parameterised by a P3TL formula representing the seurity poliy.Example 4. The following monitor heks the Chinese Wall poliy from Exam-ple 1IF (λs. ∃ f. aess s f ∧ f ∈ C) THENIF (λs. seen s = 1) THENDo (λs. s(|error := 1|))ELSESeure ψFIELSESeure ψFI



s −t→ s'(s, ss) −Do f→ (f s, ss) s −e→ t t −e'→ s's −e; e'→ s'b (fst s) s −e→ s's −IF b THEN e ELSE e' FI→ s' ¬ b (fst s) s −e'→ s's −IF b THEN e ELSE e' FI→ s'
¬ b (fst s)s −WHILE b DO e OD→ sb (fst s) s −e→ t t −WHILE b DO e OD→ s's −WHILE b DO e OD→ s's' = (if (s, ss) |= ϕ then (s, ss � [s℄) else arbitrary)(s, ss) −Seure ϕ→ s'Fig. 3. Semantis of programs.The state variable seen reords whether we have previously seen a on�itingaess � the ode to maintain this is omitted. The expression s(|error := 1|)updates error in reord s.The states over whih the language operates are tuples (s, σ), where s isthe program state, usually modelled as an Isabelle reord5, and σ a sequenerepresenting a trae of previously seen states. This trae serves as the modelwhen heking P3TL formulae; it reords the state at seurity events only, not allstate hanges in the program. Note that the trae is only required for reasoningabout poliies and does not appear at runtime.In monitoring P3TL poliies, we interpret the validity of formulae relative tothe urrent state, that is, the last state in the sequene. We thus use an anhoredinterpretation [12℄. Satisfation of P3TL formulae by a program state is then(s, σ) |= ϕ = 〈σ � [s℄, |σ|〉 |= ϕFig. 3 shows a big step semantis for our language. The semantis are stan-dard [17℄, apart from the Seure statement: the e�et of Seure ϕ is to reordthe urrent state in the state history. Exeution of Seure ϕ is only de�ned,however, when the urrent state satis�es the seurity poliy ϕ.A full implementation of our system would replae the Seure statementby, for example, a system all statement. Again, modelling the behaviour ofsystem alls is orthogonal to the aims of this paper; the muh-simpli�ed Seureis su�ient.5 As we use the Do statement to model assignment, taking a state update funtion asan argument, there is no requirement that a reord is used � it merely simpli�esuse of the language.



 {P} T {Q}
 {λ(s, ss). P (f s, ss)} Do f {P} do  {P} e {Q}  {Q} e' {R}

 {P} e; e' {R} seq
 {λs. P s ∧ b (fst s)} e {Q}  {λs. P s ∧ ¬ b (fst s)} e' {Q}

 {P} IF b THEN e ELSE e' FI {Q} ond
 {λs. P s ∧ b (fst s)} e {P} Q = (λs. P s ∧ ¬ b (fst s))

 {P} WHILE b DO e OD {Q} while
∀ s. P' s −→ P s ∀ s. Q s −→ Q' s  {P} e {Q}

 {P'} e {Q'} ons
∀ s. P s −→ s |= ϕ ∀ s ss. P (s, ss) −→ Q (s, ss � [s℄)

 {P} Seure ϕ {Q} seureFig. 4. A Hoare-like logi for the programming language.4.2 The Program LogiSo far we have de�ned a logi for poliies and a language to implement referenemonitors. This setion introdues a logi for reasoning reasons about programsthat allows us to formally verify that safety poliies are respeted.The rules of this Hoare-like program logi are shown in Fig 4. The triple  {P}T {Q} denotes that a statement T that starts exeution in a state satisfying P andterminates will �nish in a state satisfying Q. Both P and Q are assertions, that is,HOL prediates on states.As with the semantis in Set. 4.1, the proof rules are standard apart fromthe Seure statement. We have one rule for eah syntati onstrut and theusual rule of onsequene.The new rule for Seure demands that all states that satisfy the preonditionbe models of the seurity poliy ϕ; this hek links the assertion logi to P3TL,the poliy logi. In addition, the rule's postondition re�ets the e�et of Seureon the program state, i.e. reording the event in the trae.Following the standard pratise [17℄ of using a shallow embedding of asser-tions into Isabelle/HOL means that we an take diret advantage of Isabelle'statis and libraries to reason about programs. The assertion logi and programexpressions, however, are more powerful than stritly required6.We have shown this Hoare-logi to be sound in the following sense.Theorem 1. If  {P} e {Q} and P s and s −e→ s' then Q s'.6 We also have a deep embedding for all logis. We use the shallow embedding as itis muh briefer and learer: the interation between the assertion logi and P3TL,although non-trivial, is not the main fous of this paper.



Note that our de�nition of the semantis of Seure ensures that programs annotget stuk beause of poliy violation. The only reason that there might be no s'suh that s −e→ s' in this theorem is non-termination of while loops.5 SynthesisIn this setion we disuss the synthesis algorithm; that is, the algorithm thattakes a P3TL formula and emits a referene monitor whih enfores the poliy,and a proof that the generated monitor does indeed enfore the poliy.We will use the example poliy
(� �λs. x s = 1� ) [⇒](�λs. x s < 5� S �λs. y s = 1� ) (*)as a running example throughout this setion. Although this example has noorrespondene to a real-world poliy (even a small suh poliy would be too bigfor the limited spae available), it ontains enough omplexity to be of interest.5.1 Cheking P3TL satisfationIn the synthesis of P3TL formulae, the following de�nition is requiredDe�nition 1. The past formulae of a formula are sub-formulae1. of the form φ S ψ; or2. that our after � , e.g. ψ in � ψ.The number of sub-formulae is linear in the size of the formula.Example 5. The past formulae for our example poliy (*) are �λs. x s = 1�and �λs. x s < 5� S �λs. y s = 1� . Terms in our examples whih relate tothese formulae will have su�xes 0 and 1, respetively. For example, state_0 is

Σ�λs. x s = 1� .Note that a sine formula may be unfolded aording to the equality:
φ S ψ = ψ [∨](� (φ S ψ) [∧] φ)Applying this rule repeatedly yields a formula in whih all sine formulae ouronly after a � operator. Thus, truth of the rewritten formula depends only onthe truth of propositions in the urrent world and the truth of sub-formulae inthe immediately previous world. Furthermore, note that these sub-formulae areall past formulae.To hek if a sequene σ satis�es a poliy, we start by setting all formulaeof the form � ϕ to false (as per the semantis of � ). Starting from the initialstate, hek and reord the truth of all past formulae. At the last state in σ,hek the truth of the rewritten poliy, using the reorded past formulae fromthe previous state.Thus, to monitor a poliy, we need only keep trak of its past formulae.This implies that we do not require an expliit representation of worlds in ourmonitor, and that heking a P3TL formula an be done e�iently.



IF (λs. x s = 1) THENDo (λs. s(|tmp_0 := 1|))ELSEDo (λs. s(|tmp_0 := 0|))FIIF (λs. y s = 1) THENDo (λs. s(|tmp_1 := 1|))ELSEIF (λs. state_1 s = 1) THENIF (λs. x s < 5) THENDo (λs. s(|tmp_1 := 1|))ELSEDo (λs. s(|tmp_1 := 0|))FIELSEDo (λs. s(|tmp_1 := 0|))FIFI

(ont.)IF (λs. state_0 s = 1) THENIF (λs. tmp_1 s = 1) THENSeure poliy;Do (λs. s(|state_0 := tmp_0 s|));Do (λs. s(|state_1 := tmp_1 s|))ELSESkipFIELSESeure poliy;Do (λs. s(|state_0 := tmp_0 s|));Do (λs. s(|state_1 := tmp_1 s|))FIFig. 5. Generated ode for poliy (*). The left hand olumn ontains the state main-tenane ode, while the right side ontains the poliy heking ode.5.2 Monitor synthesisThe algorithm for onstruting a monitor for a P3TL formula is then as follows:1. For eah past formulae ψ, alloate a state bit, Σψ, whih reords the truthof the formula in the previous world, i.e. Σψ ↔ � ψ;2. Construt a program fragment whih heks the truth of eah past formula
ψ in the urrent world, i.e., with respet to the urrent program state. Whenonstruting the fragment, if a sub-formula of ψ of the form � φ is seen, emitode whih heks the state bit Σφ;3. Construt a monitor fragment for the main formula. In the ase that theformula holds, exeute the seure statement and update the monitor state,otherwise handle the seurity violation; and4. Sequentially ompose the fragments to generate the �nal monitor.Fig. 6 presents the algorithm for onstruting a monitor fragment. The no-tation S[[ψ]](tc,fc) denotes the algorithm applied to formula ψ, with argumentst (true ase) and f (false ase). The leaves of the fragment, t and f, areassignments in the ase of a past formula, and a seure statement along withstate update in the ase of the poliy.Example 6. The monitor generated for our example poliy is shown in Fig. 5.Our implementation inludes an optimisation: rather than re-hek a formula,monitor fragments may refer to previously established past formula by hekingthe orresponding variable.



S[[�a�]](tc, fc) =IF a THEN (tc atomI) ELSE (fc natomI)
S[[ψ [⇒]φ]](tc, fc) = let

tc′ = λ r .S[[φ]](tc · impI1, fc · (nimpI r))

in

S[[ψ]](tc′, tc · implI2)

S[[[¬]ψ]](tc, fc) =S[[ψ]](fc · nnegI, tc · negI)
S[[� ψ]](tc, fc) =IF (Σψ) THEN (tc inv-πψ) ELSE (fc ninv-πψ)
S[[ψ S φ]](tc, fc) =S[[φ [∨](� (ψ S φ) [∧]ψ)]](tc · sineI, fc · nsineI)Fig. 6. The algorithm for onstruting a monitor fragment. It generates both a mon-itor fragment and proof annotations. The parameters t and f are funtions whihtake proof annotations and return the statements to be used in eah branh of theonditional; the term t · sineI omposes rule sineI with t, thus adding a new ruleto the proof tree at t. s |= ϕ

ϕ (fst s)s |= �ϕ� atomI ¬ ϕ (fst s)
¬ s |= �ϕ� natomIs |= ϕs |= ψ [⇒℄ ϕ

implI1 ¬ s |= ψs |= ψ [⇒℄ ϕ
implI2 s |= ϕ ¬ s |= ψ

¬ s |= ϕ [⇒℄ ψ
nimplI

¬ s |= ϕs |= [¬℄ ϕ
negI s |= ϕ

¬ s |= [¬℄ ϕ
nnegIs |= ψ [∨℄ (� (ϕ S ψ) [∧℄ ϕ)s |= ϕ S ψ
sineI

¬ s |= ψ [∨℄ (� (ϕ S ψ) [∧℄ ϕ)
¬ s |= ϕ S ψ

nsineIFig. 7. Derived introdution rules for P3TL.The monitor fragment for the past formula �λs. x s = 1� (the �rst 5 linesof Fig. 5) was generated by
S[[�λs. x s = 1� ]](Do (λs. s(|tmp_0 := 1|)),Do (λs. s(|tmp_0 := 0|)))Not shown are the proof handling aspets; in our prototype, the Do statementsare funtions taking a proof of �λs. x s = 1� and ¬�λs. x s = 1� respetively.These proofs are then stored for later extration.If we, for the moment, ignore proof generation, the synthesis algorithm isstraightforward: when an atom is seen, generate ode whih heks the atomand uses t in the true ase, f in the false ase; in the ase of a negation, [¬]ψ,generate ode for ψ but swith the leaves � if ψ holds, then use f, otherwise t.Note that negation produes no extra ode; it merely swaps leaves. This meansthat speial ases for onjuntion and disjuntion are not required: unfolding



the de�nitions results in no additional ode; a previous formula, � ψ, results ina hek of the state omponent for that formula, Σψ.5.3 Proof synthesisThe main monitor theorem is
 {invψ} monitor {invψ}whih states that the monitor preserves the invariant, disussed below. The proofthat the monitor enfores the seurity poliy is impliit in the use of any Seurestatements: wherever an operation ours in the monitor, a proof obligation isrequired whih states that the poliy holds (.f. rule seure). Thus, as ourproof system is sound (Theorem 1), a proof of the main theorem implies thatexeution of a Seure statement ours only when the seurity poliy is true.The proof of the main theorem is generated from the monitor fragments usinga veri�ation ondition generator style algorithm. The proof requires a numberof lemmas for both re-establishing the monitor invariant and for showing thepoliy holds for Seure statements. The generation of these proof obligations isdisussed below.The monitor invariant The monitor maintains state between invoations, inpartiularΣφ for eah past formula φ, and so a monitor invariant is required. Thisinvariant relates the value of eah state variable to the truth of the orrespondingformula in the previous state.invψ ≡

∧

φ∈past(ψ)

Σφ ↔ � φwhere ψ is the seurity poliy and past(ψ) are the past formulae of ψ.The past formula monitor fragments are then responsible for reestablishingthe monitor invariant. This is done in two steps: �rstly, the monitor heks thepast formula, φ, and sets a temporary variable, ∆φ, aordingly; seondly, themonitor updates the real monitor state after exeution of the Seure statement.This two-step proess is required for a number of reasons: primarily, latermonitor fragments may require the state variable to establish the truth of otherformulae, past or poliy; and, seondly, if the seurity poliy doesn't hold, thenthe monitor may elet to silently ignore the request. In this ase, the initial valueof the state variables is still orret � no seure operation is performed, andthus the invariant is still true. This is the behaviour of monitors generated by ourprototype. We then de�ne, for eah past formula, a pre-invariant Ξφ ≡ ∆φ ↔ φ.This orrespondene is used to generate the invariant � after exeution of Seurestatement and state update, we an use this to derive Σφ ↔ � φExample 7. Our prototype generates a number of auxiliary lemmas for manipu-lating the invariant. These inlude



� projetion rules (the inv-πφ rules mentioned in Fig. 6)invariant (s, σ) state_1 s = 1(s, σ) |= � (�λs. x s < 5� S �λs. y s = 1� ) inv-π1� rules for invariane under assignment (X is an arbitrary funtion)invariant (s(|tmp_1 := X s|), σ) = invariant (s, σ)Proof obligations The proof of the main theorem requires, for eah assignmentin eah past formula monitor fragment, a proof obligation of the forminvψ ∧ Ξφ1
∧ . . . ∧Ξφm

∧ a1 ∧ . . . ∧ an −→ inv′

ψ ∧ Ξ ′

φ1
∧ . . . ∧ Ξ ′

φm

∧ Ξ ′

φA formula is primed to denote it's truth after the assignment. The terms Ξφ1
∧

. . . ∧ Ξφm
are the past formula equivalenes established by previous monitorfragments, a1, . . . , an are the atoms (or their negation, in the ase of a falsebranh) that were heked by the onditionals in the urrent monitor fragment,and φ is the formula from whih the monitor fragment was produed, with ∆φreplaed by True or False depending on whih branh the assignment ours.These proofs state that the monitor fragment orretly establishes Ξφ anddoes not invalidate previously established equivalenes or the invariant.The obligations for Seure statements are similar but for the last term in theonjuntion: in this ase, it is the poliy. In addition, the seure rule allowsus to generate P3TL terms of the form � φ, assuming we have φ � this is howthe onversion from pre-invariant to invariant ours.Example 8. The following obligation is generated for the fourth assignment inFig. 5.

∀ s σ. invariant (s, σ) ∧pre_sd0 (s, σ) ∧ y s 6= 1 ∧ state_1 s = 1 ∧ x s < 5 −→invariant (s(|tmp_1 := 1|), σ) ∧pre_sd0 (s(|tmp_1 := 1|), σ) ∧ pre_sd1 (s(|tmp_1 := 1|), σ)Proof onstrution Muh of omplexity of the algorithm in Fig. 6 arises be-ause the leaves of the tree are annotated with the proof, and the algorithmbuilds the tree from the leaves up. The proofs require information that is notinitially available, i.e., the proofs for sub-formulae, so the arguments to the syn-thesis funtion, t and f, are funtions from proofs to program fragments. Inpartiular, if the fragment is heking the truth of φ, t will be a funtion froma proof of φ, and f a funtion from a proof of ¬φ.Fig. 7 shows the P3TL proof rules used by the algorithm, exept for theinvariant projetion lemmas whih are desribed above. All of these rules arederived from the semantis of P3TL (using Isabelle) as lemmas, but are intendedto be derivable in a syntati proof system (suh as that in Lihtenstein andPnueli [11℄). Eah rule ours in the positive and negated form, as some proof



rules require negated forms of past formulae (e.g., rule ninv-πφ). Note that theatom rules onvert assertions into P3TL atoms.The algorithm assumes these rules are available as funtions whih buildproofs. As the assumptions of the proof are assertions (the invariant and a1, . . . , anas above), those rules without premises of the form s |= ψ are treated as on-stants, as in the ase for atoms.In the ase of an impliation, ψ [⇒]φ, we onstrut a funtion tc′ whih takesas argument a proof of ψ and produes a fragment whih heks φ. Note thatnimpI is partially applied to the proof of ψ in the false ase; the result is afuntion from ¬φ as required. The remaining ases are straightforward.Example 9. The following is the proof generated for the obligation in Example 8inv-π1

invariant (s, σ) state_1 s = 1(s, σ) |= � ϕ

y s = 1(s, σ) |= � λs. y s = 1� atomI
¬ (s, σ) |= [¬℄ �λs. y s = 1� nnegI

¬ (s, σ) |= ψ
nimplI(s, σ) |= [¬℄ ψ
negI(s, σ) |= [¬℄ �λs. y s = 1� [⇒℄ [¬℄ ψ
implI1(s, σ) |= ϕ
sineI(tmp_1 (s(|tmp_1 := 1|)) = 1) = (s, σ) |= ϕ
tmp-1-supdTwhere ψ = � (�λs. x s < 5� S �λs. y s = 1� ) [⇒℄ [¬℄ �λs. y s = 1� and

ϕ = �λs. x s < 5� S �λs. y s = 1� .The above proof is generated in two steps: �rstly (not shown) the previouslyestablished fats are shown to be true after the assignment using the assignmentinvariane rules desribed above; and seondly, shown above, the new equivaleneis established using the proof onstruted by the algorithm in Fig. 6.After the assignment (tmp_1 s = 1) = (s, σ) |= ϕ, as required.5.4 DisussionTableau onstrution [8℄ algorithms give an exponential state spae due to theuse of subset onstrution, and thus an generate monitors whose worst-asesize is exponential in the size of the input formula. Our approah, while tableau-based, has a worst-ase size that is (O(n2)) in the size of the input formula. Thissize redution is due to the past formula monitor fragments whih dynamiallyalulate the automata transitions. This omes at a ost, however: the timeomplexity of our approah is quadrati, while that of a simpler automata-basedsolution is linear in the size of the formula.6 Related WorkBernard and Lee [4℄ present a proof arrying ode framework based on temporallogi. In ontrast, our system is loser to that of a traditional PCC framework �



we require temporal terms only when dealing with the high-level safety poliy;this should make extending existing programs simpler. Nevertheless, we envisageno major issues in synthesising monitors for their framework.Synthesis from temporal logis, traditionally used in the model heking om-munity (e.g. Spin [10℄) has gained reent popularity for onstruting programreferene monitors [6,7,2℄.In partiular, our approah is similar to that of the PathExplorer projet [9℄.They onstrut monitors for safety properties using an algorithm that is verylose to that we presented. These monitors an then be automatially insertedinto Java programs for run-time testing. The major di�erene is that our algo-rithm also generates proofs.Peled and Zuk [19℄ generate a proof from model-heking results. This proofshows properties of the target system; in theory, we may be able to generate themonitor and then apply their tehnique to generate the proof. It is, however,unlear whether that approah would be feasible in pratie.7 Conlusions and Future WorkIn this paper we introdued a temporal logi for formulating seurity poliies� propositional pure past temporal logi � and showed how to automatiallygenerate e�ient referene monitor implementations that hek the requiredpoliy, along with a mahine-hekable proof of their safety.We have implemented a prototype targeting Isabelle/HOL; the majority offormal matter, and all of the theorems, in this paper were generated using Is-abelle's presentation mehanism [18℄ from the Isabelle proofs. This means whatwe show is what we proved.The main ontribution of this paper is to show how referene monitor syn-thesis, proof generation, and the poliy logi are de�ned and interat. In future,we are interested in re�ning the system towards one in whih the referene mon-itors are implemented in a low-level language and inserted into onsumer odeby binary rewriting, as demonstrated in [21℄. Also desirable is a riher poliylogi, suh as a �rst order variant of P3TL; �nally, a higher-level language thatan be ompiled into P3TL would ease the job of writing seurity poliies.AknowledgementsWe wish to thanks Kai Engelhardt and Harvey Tuh, along with the anonymousreviewers, for their valuable omments on earlier versions of this paper.Referenes1. D. Aspinall, S. Gilmore, M. Hofmann, D. Sannella, and I. Stark. Mobile resoureguarantees for smart devies. In Pro. of CASSIS'04, volume 3362 of LNCS, pages1�26. Springer, Mar. 2005.
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